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OF A JZT-BOM13ERAlRP12111XRHSULTI@lG
FROM l?IZGEI’THROUGH ROUGH AIR
By Jack Funk and Richard H. Rhyme
Vertical-tail loads were measuxed in
jet bcmiber. The results showed large and
turbulent air on a four-engine
regular load oscillations which
were lightly damped. Comparison of-expertiental results with discrete-
load calculations tidlcated that discrete-gust calculationsunderestimated
the loads by 30 to k) percent and gave no indication of the oscillatory
characteristics or low damping. Calculations based on power spectral
analysis, on the other hand, reflected the general frequency character-
istics of the measured loads and gave a better estkte of the tail loads.
The present results strongly indicate that discrete-gust calculations
for gust loads on vertical tails may seriously underestimate the gust
loads for airplanes having lightly damped lateral oscillations.
moDucTIoN
Reference 1 suggests that the gust loads on the vertical-tail sur-
face canbe calculated satisfactoril.ybythe sharp-edge-gust equation
with.no alleviation due to unsteady-lift effects or airplane motions.
This recommendation was based on some early and limited flight tests of
an XB-15 and an O-2H airplame in tle late 1930’s. Since these early
tests, changes in airplane configuration and the large @crease in speed
have served to complicate the airplane responses to rough air. It was
desi=ble, therefore, to reassess the problm of gust loads on the
vertical-tail surface in order to determine whether the simplified rela-
tion of the sharp-edge-gustformla is still applicable.
A flight investigationwas undertaken with a jet boniberin order to
obtain experimental data on the magnitude and characteristics of the load
on the vertical tail in rough air and to assess thesignificant factors
affecting the tail loads. Flight tests were made at two center-of-
gravity positions in order to provide a measure of the effects of changes
in stability. The results of these test measurements are presented
herein. Calculations of the loads on tbe vertical-tail surface due to
I
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gusts were made as a supplement to the flight-load measurements
to determine how accurately they could be predicted by existing
‘m 3741
0
in order
proce-
dures. Two types of calculationswere considered: &e was based on
discrete-gust techniques, as suggestedby reference 1; and the other,
involving the statistical techniques of power spectral analysis, was
based on continuous gust histories. The results of the calculations
based on both methods are presented and compared wi.ththe flight-test
measurements.
SYMBOLS
a lift-curve slope for wing, per radian
az lateral acceleration, g units
% normal acceleration, g units
b @ sPanY ft
Cn yawing-moment
a%
%lr=— ()ag
q lateral-force
coefficient, N/qSb
coefficient, Y/qs
(%)V-t lateral-force coefficient on vertical tail above strain
measuring station
cYr==-()ar&
y%)~()% ‘ arbrvt ()5
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kx
kz
k2
L
z~
m
mean aerodynamic chord of w3ng, ft
mean aerodynamic chord of vertical tail, f%
differential operator with respect to ~
-Q coefficient
acceleration due to gratity, ft/sec2
gust factor (ref. 3)
nondimensional raillusof gyration about principal longitudinal
@tiS, k
nontiensional radius of gyration about principal vertical
=iS, ~lb
nondimensional radius of gyration about vertical stability
1
axis,
i
Kz2 COS2~ + Kx2 Sin%-j
radius of gyration about principal
radius of gyration about principal
variation of lift coefficientwhen
gust, expressed as a fraction of
scale of turbulence, ft
longitudinal axis, ft
vertical sxis, ft
penetrating a sharp-edge
final lift
tail length (from center of gratity of airplsme to 25 percent
mean aerodynamic chord of vertical tail), ft
mass of airplane, W/g, slugs
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Pm mOment on airplane, ft-lb
dynsmic pressure, lb/sqf%
W- -= velocity, radians/see
~ area, sq ft
nondimensional time parsmeter based on spau, t+
frequency-response function
the, sec
true gust velocity, fps
derived gust velocity, fps (ref. 3)
true airspeed, fps -
equivalent airspeed, fps
weight of airplme, lb
lateral force on airplane, lb
aerodynamic Ioad on 96-square-foot area of vertic~ tafi
above strain measuring station, lb (also used as subscript)
angle of slideslip, radians
angle between principal longitudinal axis of inertia and
flight path, deg
relative-density coefficientbased on spsn, m/pSb
sirpbm mass ratio, 2w/paSEg
density of air, slugs/cu ft
standard density of @ at sea level, 0.002378 slug/cu ft
spectrum of longitudinal components of atmospheric turbulence !.
spectrum of lateral components of atmo~heric turbulence \,-
.
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* angle of yaw, radians (also used as subscript)
Q reduced fkequency, m/Q, radians/ft
a frequency, radians/see
% undsmped natural frequenw, radians/see
Dot over quantity denotes first derivative with respect to time.
MIZ?I!KODAND TES’E3
The method consisted of measuring the input-gust history ad the
load on the vertical tail during flight of the test airplane in rough
air. TWO measurements of the turbulence input were obtained. Derived
gust velocities were obtained by ushg the normsl acceleration to protide
gust velocities for use in the discrete-gust celcul.ations,and the rapid
fluctuations of the airspeed were recorded to provide an input for the
power spectral calculations. The loads on the vertical-tail surface
were measured with calibrated electrical resistance strain gages mounted
on the three spars of the vertical tail.
Two flights of approximately 40 miles each were made, one at a
center-of-gratify.position of 24.3 percent mesn aerodynamic chord and one
at a center-of-gravityposition of 30.6 percent mean aerodynamic chord.
The runs were made in clear rough * at an altitude of a~roximately
1,500 feet dbove the terrain and at sn airspeed of a~roximatel.y 390 knots.
The pilot was instructed to use aE little control motion as was consistent
with ssfe flight.
AIRPLANE AND R?STRUMHWMTION
The airplsne used in this investigationwas a jet-poweredmedium
bomber. A line drawing of the airplane is shown in figure 1. The char-
acteristics of the airplane pertinent to the present analysis are sum-
marized in tsble I.
Verticsl-tail loads were obtatied from electrical wire resistance
strati gages mounted on the three spars smd from lateral-acceleration
measurements at the vertical tail. The strain gages were installed
approximately 14 inches above the horizontal tail as shown in figure 1
and were calibrated in a manner similar to _@at of reference 2. The
various gage responses were not combined electricallybut were recorded
individually and co~tued numerically in the calibration equation. The
..._. —_... —-— ———c —— . —— — -
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strati-gage outputs were recorded on an 18-channel oscillograph having
elements with frequency responses that were flat to 60 cps or above.
An NACA air-damped recording accelerometer was installed near the root
of the vertical-tail surface (as shown in fig. 1) in order to obtain
the inertia load. The accelerometerhad a natural frequency of 14.7 cps
and was damped to about 0.7 of critical.
In order to obtain data for evaluation of derived gust velocities,
two accelerometerswere tistalled near the front spar at approximately
the nodal points of the w5ng fundamental bending nmde (spazwise location
appr~tely 245 inches from fuselage center line). The accelerometers
were the strain-gage type ha- a natural frequency of.about 12 cps and
were oil-damped to 0.7 critical. ~cating the accelerometers at the
nodes eliminated the effect of the fundamental wing bending mode on the
acceleration measurements. The two acceleration me~ements were com-
bined electricsXly to eliminate the effects of roll and were recorded
on a galvanometerswith a natursl frequency of about 12 cps.
~ addition to the measurement of turbulence obtained from the ver- .,
tical acceleration, turbulence measurements were obtained from the
recorded airspeed fluctuations. ~smuch as the airplane is lon@tudi-
nally insensitive to turbulence at the higher frequencies, the airspeed
,.
fluctuations at these frequencies sre a direct measure of the turbulence.
For the present tivestigation, it was esthated that this condition would
apply for the range of frequencies above 1/4 cps. The atispeed fluctua-
tions were measured with a stsxdard NACA airspeed-altituderecorder which
had.a natural frequency of about 100 CPS. The pitot-static head was
located on a boom about 6 feet forward of the nose to minhize errors
in static pressure. The pitot lines were made as short as possible,
balanced, and damped with orifices to provide a frequency response which
was shownby calibration to be flat to about 10 cps.
Measurements were made of the fuselage flexibilityby using two
yaw-attitude recorders, one mounted at the center of gravity of the air-
plane and the other mounted in the tail. Differences in the yaw-angle
reading of the two recorders gave the change in angle of sideslip of the
tail due to fuselage flexibility.
~ addition to the above data, measurements were obtained of the
control-surfacepositions, rolling velocity, pitch attitude, and yaw
angle.
EVAIUA!TIONOF DATAANDRIKWEPS
As sm indication of the general characteristicsof the records,
short sections cf some of the perttnent quantities measmed are shown
“
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in figure 2. The methods used in the evaluation of these records CSXIbe
conveniently separated into two parts: one pertaining to the discrete-
gust procedure and the other involving power spectra as will be
described.
As a starting point for the discrete-gust and spectral evaluations,
300-second sections of the pertinept records were read at O.l-second
intervals along the time history. lRromthe O.l-second-intervalreadings
of strain and lateral acceleration, the vertical-tail airload was deter-
mined from the relation
Vertical-tail airload = Structural shear load + ~ertia load
where the inertia load is the product of the mass of the structure
etiending above the strain-gage station and its measured lateral accel-
eration. The evaluation of the structural shear load was made for incre-
mental loadings from the trim load which was taken as the mean load for
each test run. The shear load was determined from the shear strain gages
located on the three spars. Static calibration of the shear gages indi-
cated that the shear reas were affected by the bending moment in the
structure so that the total shear at the root is given by the relation
Structural shear lod = A5s1 + B5s2 + C5S3 + %1 + E~2 + F~3
where 5s1, 5s2, ~d %3 are the she= -gage responses ~d ~ly ~2)
and %3 are the bending-moment-gage responses. The evaluation of sev-
eral of the larger loads indicated that the contribution of the bending
moment would add less than 1.5 percent to the shear load; therefore, the
effect of the bending moment was neglected in the shesr evaluations.
Fl=ibility
BenMng of the fuselage under the load on the vertical-tail surface
causes a small chamge b the amgle of sideslip at the tail which acts to
reduce the load on the vertical tail. This change in sideslip angle due
to fuselage flexibility was evaluated by using the two yaw-attitude
recorders installed at the center of gravity and at the tail of the air-
plane. ~ection of the yaw-attitude record at the tail indicated that
the change in sideslip due to the fundamental fuselage mode was so ti
that it was titlrh the reading error of the records. Thus, it a~ears
that the effect of fuselage flegibility, if any, ~ be that due to
“static” bending under the tail load.
As a preliminary check on the magnitude of the effects of the static
fuselage bending on the tdl loads, incremental changes in yaw attitude
correspondingto the change in vertiw-tail airload from msximum to
—--- . .. —.. —. —.. — —— -—— —.. —— --—.
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minhumor minimmmto maxhum (such as shown by the solid circles in
fig. 2) were evaluated fran both the center-of-gravityand tail yaw-
attitude records. The difference between the incremental chsmge at the
center of gravi~ and at the ‘tailwas taken as an incremental angle of
sideslip at the tail due to fuselage flexibility. The associated change
in load due to fuselage fl-bility was then calculated from the conven-
tional lift equationby use of the incremental.sideslip data. me restits
of this check indicated that, on the average, fuselage flexibility reduced
the loads on the vertical-tail surface by about 10 percent.
Discrete-Gust Analysis
Peak vertical-tail loads.- The frequency distributions of the peak
tail loads were evaluated frcmthe time-history plot of the O.1-second
readings of vertical-tail airload as follows: The mesn load was first
determined from the O.1-second reaMngs. Then the values of the peak
positive and negative load incrementsbetween successive crossings of
the mean load line were tabulated into 100-pound class intervals. The ,.
distributions obtained for the two center-of-gravitypositions are given
in table II. L.
From the tabulated data, the average flight miles required to exceed
given values of load increment M(M~) were determined by the fol-
lowing relation:
Total miles+%-t)= ~~ti()()where N AYti is the number of peak values exceeMng a given value of
load increment. The results obtai.pedfor the two test center-of-gavity
positions are shown in figure 3 and represent the basic description of
the load history. It should be noted that these data include the effects
of turbulence variation between test runs.
Derived gust veloci@.- Distributions of derived gust velocity were
calculated from the peak nodal.accelerations according to the derived-
gust-veiocity formla from reference 3:
where
a- airplane maximum nondimensional normal acceleration in g units
——— .— ——.— . —-—
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The nodal accelerations were evaluated from the steady-flightposition
of the acceleration trace for the largest peak between consecutive
crossings of the steady-flighttrace position. Derived gust velocities
were then calculated from these peak readings and are tabulated into fre-
quency distributions in table III. These distributions were used to
determine the average flight miles required to exceed a given gust veloc-
ity in a manner similar to that used for the vertical-tail loads, and the
results obtained are plotted in figure 4.
Power Spectral Analysis
Vertical-tail load spectra.- In addition to the discrete-gust
analysis, power spectra of the gust loads on the verticsl-tail surface
were obtained to show the frequency content of the load histories and
to be compared with the theoretical calculations. The load spectra
were calculatedby the procedure suggested by Tukey in reference 4 and
reviewed in reference 5. Witially, calculationswere made to cover
the range from O to 5 cps and were based on a 3,000-point sample taken
at O.1-second intervals slong the the history. Autocorrelation func-
tions of kO lags were made from which ~ power estimates were obtained
over the frequency range of O to 5 cps. These resul%s are shown in
figures 5(a) and 5(b) for the tests at center-of-gravitypositions of
24.3 and 30.6 percent mean aerodynamic chord, respectively, and are
designatedby the term “wide filter.” (This nuniericalcalculation can
be viewed as equivalent to scanning the true spectrum with a roughly
triangular filter having a l/2-cps base width.)
Because of the peakedness of the measured spectra, a second anal-
ysis was made to determine more precisely the shape tithe vicinity of
peak power. The second spectra were obtained from 600-point samples
taken at l/2-second intervals along the time histories. (Only every
fifth reading of the originsl data was used.) Autocorrelation functions
of 60 lags were calculated from which 60 power estimates covering the
frequency range of O to 1 cps were obtained. (If 60 power estimates
‘had been obtained for the frequenw range of O to 1 CPS for W 3,000
readings at a O.1-second interval, 300 lags for the autocorrelation
function would have been required. The procedure used yetitted a more
practical calculationwithout any appreciable loss in reliability for
the estimates over the desired range.) The effective filter width for
this analysis 3.sabout 1/15 cps. The results are also shown in fig-
ures 5(a) and 5(b) and are designated by the term “narrow filter.”
Because of the limited record lengths, individual power spectrsl
estimates are not too reliable - roughly, *3O percent of the values shown
in figure 5. The reliability of the overall power for each case is, of
course, considerably greater, with the root-mean-squarevalues estimated
to be reliable to about *1O percent of the value obtained.
-. .- —-- --———-——--- --— --. --. —-—--.-—-—-——— -—- ——- ——- ----
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Gust spectra.- In order to calculate the spectra of the vertical-
tail load for comparison with the spectra of the measured load, it was
necessary to obtain a measure of the spectra of the lateral gust veloc-
ity. Although no direct measuraents of the lateral-gust-velocity
spectra were made, references 6 and 7 suggest that a satisfactorymeas-
ure may be obtained from the power spectra of the longitudinal gust
velocity on the assumption that atmospheric turbulence is isotropic.
The longitudinal-gust-velocityspectra were, therefore, evaluated frcm’
O.1-second-interwl readings of the airspeed records.
The power spectra of the airspeed fluctuations were.Characterizedby a
very large pesk in power at the low frequencies. The effects of such large
. peaks is to introduce some errors into the spectral analysis at the higher
frequencies. In such cases, it is frequently helpful, as pointed out in
reference 8, to reduce the power at the peaks by properly filtering the
original data. This proceduxe is sometimes referredto as “prewhitening.”
The power at the low frequencies was reduced in smpl.itudebefore
the spectral analysis was made by applying a high-pass filter to the
data. The filter consisted of subtracting a moving average over a
5-second interval from the time history of airspeed. This technique is -
discussed in reference 8, in which it is shown that this procedure alters
the power spectraby the factor
.
.
where T is the total time interval over ~~hichthe moving average is
taken. For T of 5 seconds, almost all the power below 0.2 cps is
removed. The spectra obtained from the filtered data were m.il.tiplied
by the reciprocal of the foregoing filter in order to compensate for
the initial filtering. The resulting airspeed spectra are presented in
figure 6. As a simple measure of the relative intensity of the turbu-
lence for the two test runs, the root-mean-squme values of the spectra
above 0.2 cps cme given in figure 6. The power below 0.2 cps was not
included because little power appears in the load spectra below 0.2 CPS.
(2ALcmATIoNs
Discrete-Gust Calculations
The simplest approach for calculating the load on the vertical tail
for a Uscrete gust is to compute the load resulting from a steady-state
angle-of-sideslip change due to the gust. This procedure has been sug-
gested for calculating gust load on a vertical-tail surface in reference 1 .
.— ———— .. ..— —— --——-
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and with some modification is the basis for most current design proce-
dures. The load on the vertical tail is obtained by substituting Ude/V
for the angle of sideslip due to the gusts so that
where Yti is the load on the 96-square-foot area
,\
(1)
above the strain
measuring station, and
()% ~
is the slope of the lateral-force coef-
ficient for the 96-square-foot area.. By use of the preceding equation,
the average flight miles to exceed given values of peak vertical-tail
load were computed from the faired distributions of the derived gust
velocity of figure 4. The values obtained are presented in figure 3 as
the curves labeled “discrete calculations.” These calculated loads are
for the 96-square-foot area above the strain measurimg station so that
they canbe compared directly with the measured loads. The value
()‘f %Bti
used for the calculationswas obtained from the flight-
iest results of reference 9.
Spectral Calculations
The basic relation between the power spectmm of the response of a
linear system
ante is ‘given
where
to a random disturbance and the spectrum of the disturb-
as (see ref. 5)
@o(a)) = IT(LD)I%@
u’o(~) power spectrum of response or
T(m) frequency-responsefunction
Oi(u.)) power spectrum of disturbance
output
or input
(2)
and where bars designate the absolute value of the com@ex quantity.
The application of this relation to the calculation of the vertical-tail
load requires the determination of (1) the frequency-response function
T(m) for the load on the verticsl.tail due to unit sinusoidal lateral
gusts and (2) the lateral-gust-velocityspectrum. The methods used in
determdninn these two functions are considered h the succeeding section.
Frequency-response function.- For the present analysis, the fol-
lowing assumptions were made: (1) the airplane Md not roll, (2) the
. —.—.—. ._—— —..—. . ... --— .—— ——— —..—-
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vertical-tail loads were due to side gusts only, and (3) the pilot had
little effect on the loads. Inasmuch as the flight records indicated
very small roll angles due to the action of the gusts, the restriction
to the no-roll.condition appeared justified. The small roll angl_es
( )
about l:” also indicated that the asymmetrical component of the ver-
tical gust velocity over the wing, which might give rise to sideslip motion
and to load on the vertical tail, had little effect in the present case.
Iag in lift was taken into considerationby appl@ng the gust pene-
tration function ~(s) for allachntier of 0.6 (from ref. 10) on the
assumption that the greater parts of the side-force and yawing-moment
coefficients come from the vertical-tail suxface. This procedure is
thought to give a satisfactory approximation to the effects of lag in
lift. (Actually, the lag in lift ias found to have very little effect
on the calculated load spectra, the effect being a further attenuation
of the spectra at the higher frequencies. However, the lag in lift did
significantly affect the second moment of the spectra, which was needed
in stisequent calculations of peak load.) From the preceding considera-
,
tions, the load on the vertical tail due to side gusts is givenby the
expression
()Yti(t) = qscy ()p(t) + qs Cy L;(t) -P~ rti2V
(J@Qti t ~2(t +l)d:$%l
T
o 1
(3)
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (3) is the load
due to sideslip, the second term is the load due to yawing velocity, and
the last term is the load due to the gust. The lag-in-lift function due
to gust penetration ~ is usually given in terms of airfoil chord
len@h.
The
obtained
—
It was changed to the time argument by the relation s = ~.
cd
frequency-response function for vertical-tail load ~ti(a) is
by substituting
U(tl) = U(m)e~l
~(t) =*(o)etit
~(t) = ~(m)efit
Y~(t) =Y~(0)em
.—— —— --
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Y~(uJ
into equation (3) and solving for
m“ ‘e
result is
(4)
which may be written as
()Tyv-t(”) =qsq u Z@i)aT(od+iu@cvti&T@$- ~ .ptiP [P(d+ iQkD]
(4a)
where
P(u))+ iQ(u))= iu ~mk2(t)e-wdt
(JO
TV(d ‘#&
The sideslip frequency-respopsefunction T&o) and yaw frequency-
response function TW(U) may be determined frcm the conventional.lateral
equations of motion for two degrees of freedom such as are given
erence 11. If the conventional stability axes shown in figure 7
used, these equations become:
Sideslip:
in ref-
are
(5)
. .
.——. — —
_—— — —— —— ——-——- --—
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Yaw:
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,
+(%.+ - W.) =$&l%, (6)
In equations (>) and (6), the operator ~ has been used to denote
\
the differential — where
‘:
~ is the nondimensional.time parameter ~.
The lag-in-lift function ~ which is usually expressed in terms of
mean aerodynamic chord is converted to the new variable by the rela-
tion b = 9.3-%. The two equations are solved simultaneously for T@D)
and T@) ., The results obtained are given by
.-
(7)
(8)
where
,-!
*
.
.
—
—.. .. . . . . ——_ ._
,.
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Ehibstitutingequations (7) and (8) into equation (k-a)gives the frequency-
response function for the loads on the verticsl tail as
where
The stability derivativesEstimation of stability derivatives.-
necessary for calculating the transfer functions were estimated in the
following manner: The coefficient (%) for the 96 square feet ofpvt
vertical-tail surface above the strain gages was obtained from the tests
of reference 9. The coefficient ~ for the whole airplane was esti-
B
mated by using the load measurements on the vertical tail and the lat-
eral accelerometer at the center of gravity. The ratio of the total
side load obtained from the lateral accelerometer to the measured load
on the vertical tail was determined. Multiplying this ratio by (%)pv-t
gave ~ for the whole airplane. This method assumes that the effect
P
of flexibility on the fuselage aerodynamics is the same as for the verti-
cal tail. The value of ~ obtained in this manner is thought to be
P
compensated for the effects of steady-state flexibility. &the assump-
tion that the yawing moment is producedby the forces on the vertical
tail, Cn was estimatedfrom
B
where *P’ refers to the derivative for the complete tail.&ea
(127.8 sqyare feet) and was obtained frcm ~ ~ on the basis that(%)
the derivatives were proportional to the ratio of the areas.
—._.— —. . .. —.. —.— ____
—.—— _____
The values for ~r and ~ were estimated from the relation
where the derivative (%) refers to the 96 square feet of area
“rti
above the strain-gage stat-ion. The stability derivatives estimated in
the above manner are tabulated in table IV.
By use of the stability derivatives h tale IV and equation (9),
the frequency-responsefunctions for the vertical-tail load were calcu-
lated and the amplitude squared of the frequency responses we shown in
figure 8 for the two center-of-gravitypositions. .
Dlput-glXt spectra.- The spectra of the input-gust velocity were
based on the spectra of airspeed fluctuations. However, as indicated
previously, the airspeed fluctuations measure the longitudinal component
of the turbulence, whereas the vertical-tafi 10* are essenti- the
result of the side or latersl turbulence. On the assun@ion that atmos-
pheric turbulence is isotropic, these two spectra are related. The spec-
trum of the latersl component of atmospheric twbulence, as indicated in
reference 12j appears to be appr~ted very we~ by the fo~o~
expression:
where
% root-mean-squaregust
The expression for the spectrum
tropic turbulence correspond
@x(o) =
(lo)
velocity
of the lowitudinal. component for iso-
to equatio; (10)
ref. 7.) If equations (10) and
the ratio of @y(0) to ~x(~)
is given by
(n)
(11) ae compared, it
depends upon the value
(See appenti of
can be seen that
of L and varies with the value-of 0. Reference )2, together with an
—
————
r
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examination of the airspeed .spectraof figure 6, suggests that L is
of the order of 1,000 feet or greater for the turbulence encountered.
For L of 1,000 feet and gxeater, @y(0) is approximately 1.5”tWs the
value of @x(Q) for values of n greater than about 0.002, which in
the present case corresponds to frequencies above 0.2 CPS. The input-
gust spectra for the calculation of the vertical-tail loads were accqrd-
@@ obt~edby~tipWW the 10@tu~ spectra (fig. 6), obtained
from the airspeed meas~ements, by l.~.,
The gust-load spectra for the vertical-tail surface were calculated
by multiplying the input spectra discussed previouslyby the frequency-
response functions (fig. 8) and are also shown in figure 5 for compari-
son with the measured load spectra.
Effect of errors in stability derivatives.- k order to evaluate
the reliability of the calculation, the effects of errors in the stabil-
ity derivatives on the calculationswere considered. Unfortunately,
there is no exact way to check the reliability of the stabili~ deriva-,
tives. However, experience suggests that %B and ~p are reliable
to *1O percent and that ~r is reliable to &.5 percent. The other
stability derivatives have a much smaller effect on the results, and
errors in these deriwtives are of little importance.
Calculations.were made to show the effect of errors in ~P, Cnp,
~d Cnr on the root-mean-square load. Each of these derivati~es was
individually reducedby 10 percent and a new value of the root-mean-
square load was cal.culatedbyuse of the gust-ipput spectra of figure 6
and equations (2) and (9). The results showe@~hat reducing both CYB,
and
()%
by 10 percent reduced the root-m~~-square tail load ab~dtj3vt
8 percent; a 10-percent reduction in Cnp reduced the root-mea-square
tail load less than 1 percent, and a 10-percent reduction in Cnr
increased the root-mea-square tail loadby 4 percent. Therefore, the
overall uncertainties in the stability derivatives are roughly estimated
to field uncertainties in the calculated root-mea-square loads of the
order of *1O to *17 percent.
Calculation of Peak-Ioad Distribution
One of the principal objects of gust-load calculations is to esti-
mate the magnitude and frequency of load peaks for use in design. If
atmospheric turbulence is considered to be a simple Gwssim disturbance
‘ the average number of peak loads per second excee&i.nga given value is,
-..—. ..—— — — .. — . .. . —z—~ ———— . . .
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as indicated in reference 12, given by
[1f
1/2
‘#@(o)am
o I-yti2 2%2N(Y~) ‘ & . e
J
O(m)dm
o
(12)
where ~~ is the root-mean-squaretail load and Q(O) is the power
spectrum of the tail load.
A simple evaluation of equation (12) for the calculated load spectra
of figure 5 indicated that the shape of the calculated curve N (Yti) did
not conform to the measurements. The ~cter of the difference was
a less rapid increase in the cal&ulated load with ticreasimg flight miles
than that for the measured load. This characteristicdifference between
flight measurements and calculationsbased on Gaussian theory has been
noted in other studies and is discussed in reference 12 in which it is
attributed to ‘alack of homogeneity in the intensi~ of atmospheric tur-
bulence. Reference 12 indicates that flight-test-dataon peak gust loads
can generally be synthesizedby a cmibination of Gaussian turbulence
disturbances which vsqy in intensity but which have the ssme spectrsl
fOrm. For these conditions, the number of peak loads =ceedhg a given
v&l.ueof Yti is given by
i)J‘k@au)oJco@(fm)amo e .Y#2c# (13)
where ~ is the root-mean-square load for the individual Gaussian
components.
This model was applied by determmn the root-mean-squaregust
velocity for 30 se~ents of eqyal len@h for the present test data. The “
root-mean-squsre loads ~ were then taken proportional to the gust
intensities for the corresponding se~ents. Eqyation (13) was then
evaluated for the data of both center-of-~vity positions and the
results obtained are shown in figure 3.
.
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DISCUSSION
General Characteristics of Measured Load
The general characteristicsof the loads on the vertical tail in
rough air are indicated by the sample load history shown in figure 2.
The Load history in rough air exhibits a continuous oscillation at a
frequency of about 0.4 cps with varying,amplitude. This load time his-
tory is characteristic of a lightly damped system responding to an irreg-
ular but continuous exciting force. Comparison of the record samples
shown in figure 2 indicates that both the loads and the shear strains
closely follow the yawing oscillation of the airplsme. Comparison of
the load time history with the normal-acceleration record gives the
impression that there is little or no correlationbetween these two
quantities. The almost periodic and lightly damped characteristic of
the loads on the vertical-tail.surface indicatedby the sample records
is also noted in the”power spectra of the vertical-tail loads for the
whole test run shown in figure 5. Thelsrge power peak at a frequency
of 0.36 cps is indicative of the response of lightly damped systems.
Effect of Center-of-GravityPosition
The distribution of measumxl peak loads on the vertical-tail surface
for the two center-of-gravitypositions shown in figure 3 cannot be
directly compared in order to obtain the effect of center-of-gravity
movement because the data are uncorrected for”changes in turbulence
intensity between test runs. Inte~reting the data for the effects of
the center-of-gravityposition is further complicatedly a difference
in moment of inertia for the two tests due to the fuel load. The gust-
velocity spectra shown in figure 6 indicate that the turbulence inten-
sity for the tests at the forward center-of-gratityposition was greater
than the turbulence intensity for the rearward center-of-gravityposition
by a factor of about 1.13. The measured root-mean-square load for the
forward center-of-gravityposition is greater thm that for the rearward
center-of-gravitypositionby a factor of 1.08. Thus, a 5-percent -
increase in loads with resrwardmovment of the center of gravity and .
the simultmeous decrease in moment of inertia is indicated.
If the calculated results shown in figure 5 were adjusted”for the
differences in turbulence intensity, the results would yield roughly
the same root-mean-square load for both test conditions. Check calcu-
lations showed that the decrease in moment of inertia would decrease
the calculated root-mean-squareload only about 1 percent and that the
rearward movement of%he center of gravity (shorter tail length) would
increase the root-mesm-square load only about 2 percent.
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Taken individually, the effect on the calculations of either the
center-of-gravitymovement or the mmnent-of-inertia change was very
small, and the corribinedeffects of both would not be expected to cause
a 5-percent difference h the root-mean-squarevalues. In view of the
accuracy of both the test results and the calculations,the indicated
discrepancy of about 5 percent between test results and calculations is
not too surprising. i% any case, the effects on the loads in the pre-
sent tests of the center-of-gravitymovement and moment-of-inertia
me appe~ very -.
C_ison of Calculated and Measured Loads
Figure 3 shows that the peak-load distributions on the vertical tail,
calculated by the discrete-gustmethod, are considerably lower than the,
measured distributions.-The load that would be exceeded on the average
once in 35 flight miles was taken to be 3,600 pounds. The calculated
peak loads by the ticrete-gust method for this same flight distance are
2,150 pounds for the forwsxd center-f -gravi@ position or 0.60 of the
measured load aud 2,550 pounds for the rearward centeb-of-gravity posi-
tion or 0.71 of the measured load. It is also to be noted that the shapes
of the calculated peak-load distributionsbased on discrete gust are con-
siderably different from the measured “distributions. For these test con-
ditions, apparently the discrete-gustmethod of calculating gust loads
seriously underestimates the gust loads on the vertical-tail surface.
The peak-l- distributions calculated from the power spectra by
the method of reference 12, and shown in figure 3, are in better agree-
ment with the measukd results than the discrete-gust calculations,both
h amplitude and in shape. The loads that would be exceeded on the aver-
age once in 35 miles of flight =e calculated to be 3,300 pounds for the
forward center-of-~ti~ position and 2,700 pounds for the rearward
center-of-gravityposition. These values ae, respectively, 0.92 and O.~
of the measured loads. The calculations for the forward center-of-
gravity positions are h good agreement with the measured values, whereas
the results for the rearward center-of-gravityposition are not nearly
SO good.
The difference between the spectral-calculationresults and meas-
ured distributions is prharily due to the fact that the values of the
root-mean-square load obtained fram the calculated spectra were lower
than the measured root-mean-square-loadvalues. For the forward center
of ~vity where the calculated root-me=-sqyare load was 91 percent of
the measured root-mean-square load, good ~eement WELSobtatied be~een
the calculated and the measured distributions. For the rearward center-
of-gravi_@ position, however, where the calculated root-mem-sqmre load #
was only 85 percent of the measured root-mea-square load, the agreement
between the calculated and the measured peak-load distributionswas not
SO good. The 15-percent clifference in root-mean-square load for the cal- “
culated and the measured spectra for the rearward center-of-gravityposi-
tion appems to be too large for satisfactorilyestimating the peak-load
distributions.
— — —
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It is evident that estimates of the distributions of peak load
based on power spectra are better than the discrete-gus>,estimates. For
the present snalysis, estimates of the peaks based on the spectral tech-
niques still underestimate the loads by as much as ~ ~ercent. This fact
is not too surprising, however, in view of the uncertainties in the gust
input and in the estimates of the stability derivatives.
CONCLUSIONS
Results of flight tests of a jet-bcmiberairplane flown in turbulent
air at center-of-gravitypositions of 24.3 percent and 30.6 percent mean
aerodynamic chord indicated that turbulence excited lightly damped lat-
eral oscillations of the airplane. The loads on the vertical tail
resulting from the lateral oscillations were considerably greater than
the loads predictedby discrete-gust calculations. The loads predicted
by discrete-gust calculationswere 0.60 and O.’il.of the loads resulting
from the lateral oscillations for the test runs at forward and rearward
center-of-gratitypositions, respectively.
Calculation of the load power spectra indicat@ the oscil.lato~
nature and low damping of the loads on the vertical-tail surface. The
root-mean-square loads from the spectral calculation were in good qpee-
ment with the measured values, being 0.91 and 0.85 of the measured root-
mean-square load. The underesthation of the values of the root-mean-
square loadby the spectral calculations appears to be within the esti-
mated error for the airplane stability derivatives and gust spectra.
Calculation of the peak-load distributions from the power spectra
by the method used in NACA Technical Note 3540 was in fair agreement
with the measuxed peak-load distributions. The e,rrorsh the calculated
peak-load distributions appearedto be prfmaril.ydue to the underestima-
tion of the values of the”root-mean-squareloadby the calculated power
spectra.
Iangley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, -
Langley Fieid, Va., May 8, 1956.
.—. ———. —.—-—
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Center-o f-gatity position,x).6, Center-or-gravity posit~on,24.3,
percent mean ae~c &ofi percefi mean aerodynszdc chord
class Frequency Class Frequency
interval, htel-vd,
lb Left lb R@ht Left
o 40 19 0 34 32
Km 31 17 lCQ 26 14
200 10 20 200 19 25
3CQ 10 18
400
m 16 23
6 16 400 U 17
g 10 7 Xg 10 13
11 U. m 6 6
7m 10 21 700 1.2
800
16
lz! 6 m 10 10
900 7 12 u xl.
1,000 14 8 1,m 9
1,100 10 14 1,100 : 10
1,m 6 6 l,zlxl 6
1,3’CXI 10 l.z? 1,m ; 7
l,4cXl 7 5 l,ti 10
1,500 4 8 1,m 9
1,6CKI 4 5 1,600 6 :
1,700 3 5 1,700 4 2
l,l?lxl 1 1 1,800
4
5 1
l,gcx) 3 1,9W 8 4
2,000 5 1 2,0CQ 6 4
2,lCQ 1 -- 2,lCQ .- 3
2,200 2 1 2j2cm 2 --
2,300 2 4 2,3CX) 2
2,400 -- -- 2,400 -- ;
2 -- 2,500 1 --
::% -- 1 2,600 1
2,7(XI -- -- 2,700 2 2
2,m 1 -- 2,800 -- 1
2,900 -- 2 2,900 2 --
3,m -- 3,m 1 1
3,100 1 -- 3,100 1 1
3,200 1 1 3,200 ___ 2
3,300 -- . -- 3,300 -- --
3,400 -- -- 3,400 -- --
3,500 -- 1 3,m -- 1
3,600 -- .- 3,m -- --
3,7al -- -- 3,700 -- --
3,EkXl -- -- 3,800 -- --
3,900 -- -- 3,900 --
4,0cil
--
-. -- 4,0CQ --
4,100
--
-- 4,1(X --
4,axl
--
-- -- 4,200 --
4,300
—
— -- 4,m --
4,m
--
1 --
4,500
--
-- -- kg 1 --
. ..—.—. .. —.———-—.--. — — ~.—. — ——
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TABLE III
--
. .
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONOF DERIWD GUSTVELOCITYOBTAINED
FROM NODALAC~ONS
Center-of-gravityposition,30.6, - Center-of-gravityposition,24.3,
percentmean aerodynamic.chord percentmean aerodynamicchord
Class l%equency class Frequency
interval, interval,
Ude> fls Positive Negative U*, fps Positive Negative
o a 20 0 125 134
.66 87 .71- 1X 176
1.32 85 g 1.42 - 103 Ill.
l.gg 75 2.12 84
2.65 67 48 2.83 77 :
3.31 45 39 3.54 47
3.97 g 35 4.25 38 g
4.63 30 4.96 45
5.30 & 22 5.66 27 18
5.96 20 a 6.37 31 28
6.62 M 10 7.0!3 16 15
728 16 15 7.79 13 19
7.94 13 14 8.50 17 9
8.61 6 : 9.20 10
9.27 5 9.91 10 ;
9.93 3 10.62 4 3
10.59 “ ~ 2 11.33 1 7
u.25 -- 12.04 5 2
u.92 1 1 12.74 --- 1
12.m 2 1
13.24
13.45 2 3
-- 1 14.16 1 1
13.90 “ 4 1 14.87 --- ---
14.56 2 -- 15.58 --- 1
15.23 1 -- ----- --- ---
15.89 -- -- ----- --- —-
16.55 3 -- ----- --- ---
17.21 1 -- ----- --- ---
17.87 — ----- ---
18.54 ::
---
1 ----- --- ---
..
—
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Figure 6.- Power spectra of airspeed fluctuations.
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